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With Alexander Hughes’ extensive
knowledge and experience in the field of
leadership assessment, we humbly
consider ourselves well placed to make
key observations relating to new trends in
the assessment field. 

This White Paper contains a summary of
its consultants’ conclusions of the trends
and how they respond to them through
best-in-class Human Capital solutions.



“Assessments centres” are starting to be considered old fashioned and cumbersome.

These events combine such activities as formal presentations, ”in basket” tests, group

role plays, with “observers” taking notes of their perceptions of behaviours, according to

the organization’s leadership competency model. They have been around for decades,

for both candidate selection and talent development purposes. They are also very

complex events to design and organize. Some providers have taken their assessment

centres on-line. Observers therefore are being required to make their “personality

assumptions” from purely “virtual encounters. Although some might say “visio”

encounters are quite representative of the “new world” work environment, it is

dangerous to make too many assumptions on leadership performance and potential

under such circumstances. 

1. The decline of « Assessment Centres »

Professionals have grown increasingly accustomed to “virtual encounters”, which paradoxically manage to foster a

reassuring level of trust and openness to feedback.

Nimble 100% digital solutions are the future. What can be fu1ly and legitimately

digitalised is the testing procedure relating to a sophisticated personality profile,

in which the participant is best placed to assess his/her own behaviours. But how

do you maintain the “observer”? By using a personality profile that measures

“reputation”, such as Hogan assessments, a form of determining how others see

the manager, without the invasive observers. Identity, or how we think about

ourselves, is frequently changing and often self-serving, and that makes it a poor

basis for building personality assessments. Reputation, or how others think about

us, is often more stable and a more useful way to build personality assessments

that predict job performance. The best predictor of future behaviour is past

behaviour. Because reputation reflects past behaviour, reputation is the best

predictor of future behaviour.



Requests for assessment used to be related as much to selection as

development, usage for leadership development is now the

majority demand accounting for 80% of the assessment demand.

Even if the demand for augmenting objectivity to the selection

process remains important, there is an increasing thirst to convert

the rich findings from personality assessments into valuable

developmental feedback to boost performance on the job. 

The development usages of assessments are numerous, starting

with leadership development programmes. An initial assessment

phase ensures that participants receive tailored learning journeys

and “micro doing” actions directly linked to their specific

development needs. This can bring about real behavioural change

in a way that classic “sheep dip” training programmes cannot. For

example, the organization-wide objective of “creating a feedback

culture” may have differing repercussions at the individual level,

depending on where each individual scores on a scale relating to

interpersonal sensitivity.

2. The rise of Assessment for Development Purposes

Assessment for development purposes can be embedded into high potential programmes, women leadership, or other

diversity and inclusion initiatives, ensuring that the right development priorities are provided for the right talent within an

organization. Furthermore, assessments are increasingly used as part of executive coaching, to fast-track the coach’s

knowledge of the coachee, to adapt the coaching support and objectives accordingly. Finally, in contexts of M&A and due

diligence, it is becoming increasingly important to understand and develop what was formerly considered the “intangible”

human capital of an organisation. 



Culture-Fit is a key element of a Success Profile. In other words, a manager can be highly successful in one organizational

culture and be struggling, or even burned out, in another. Peter Drucker’s “Culture eats strategy for breakfast” quote means

that no matter how strong your strategic plan is, its efficacy will be held back by members of your team if they don't share

the proper culture. So, assessments that are not adapted to the expectations of an organization’s value framework will lack

in effectiveness. Similarly, the process of sharing at the leadership level what an organization stands for, and then

communicating it widely, is key for creating strong employee engagement and alignment. In the same way that a positive

leadership style can enrich an organization’s culture, a toxic one can destroy that culture overnight. 

Organisations shape a culture to serve their business priorities. The 4 C’s model of corporate culture demonstrates this very

well. Industries with a high need for safety compliance will no doubt place a high priority on “control” whereas a high tech

start up, at least at the outset, may be seeking to foster “creativity” and “collaboration”. This will have an impact on the

criteria of success of a leader. There is a strong correlation between the dimensions used to diagnose an organizational

culture (see chart 1), the way we then define different, and sometimes opposing, cultures (see chart 2) and the leadership

“soft skills” to thrive in those cultures (see chart N°3). Therefore, the most effective assessment models are those that have a

seamless and intelligible red thread between culture, leadership and personality.

3. Culture Fit is Key





Not only should leaders be assessed according to the expectations of

the culture. They should also be aware of how their leadership style

impacts that culture. Edgar Schein, a best-selling author and Professor

Emeritus with MIT Sloan School of Management put it very well : 

“Culture and leadership are two sides of the same coin. When

organisations start or when groups start there is always a leader who

has a preferred way of doing things, and those preferences by

definition are going to be imposed on the group members. The

leader’s values and preferences are the first ways that a group or

organisation does things and if that works it becomes eventually the

culture of that group. So, in a very real sense, founders and leaders

create culture.”





Soft skills are what make or break leaders. They are the essence of what make leaders truly effective and able to inspire their

people. Whether it be initiating organisational change, leading with empathy, coaching their teams, or showing resilience

during tough times, soft skills are the essence of a leader’s credibility.  Perhaps we should do away with the term soft skills,

which devalues the essential part they play in a leader’s success. The well-known adage that people join organisations, but

leave bosses, relates to the poor soft skills of those “toxic” bosses. To summarise, soft skills are those used in dealing with

other people. These include skills such as communication abilities, influencing skills, emotional empathy, or leading people

through change. In contrast, “hard” skills – such as project management or financial acumen – are readily measurable and

(importantly) easier to train. Soft skills, however, are more deeply ingrained, which is fine if they are strengths but more

difficult to change. Therefore intellectually understanding our development needs is not enough. We need to make positive

efforts to change behaviours that hinder our growth, starting with small, repeated, steps, which end up becoming new

habits. 

4. Soft Skills are Key

Management models, such as “Situational Leadership”,

founded by Hersey & Blanchard, describe very well how a

range of soft skills (listening, reassuring, giving feedback,

praising, collaborating, empowering, trusting, and much

more) can be essential to driving employee competence,

commitment, and motivation. Equally, those managers who

have maintained their teams’ engagement and motivation

during the global pandemic are those who were able to stay

connected with their teams, in all senses of the word

“connected”. 

Therefore, assessing and feeding back to leaders’ their soft

skills strengths and weaknesses, not just offering up what they

already know about themselves but revealing the blind spots

of what can make them potentially derail, can be a powerful

career booster.





Hogan has emerged from the ocean of test solutions as THE global standard. 

Hogan has more than 30 years of experience providing cutting-edge assessment and consulting solutions to some of the world’s

largest companies, including over half the Fortune 500. Drs. Joyce and Robert Hogan dedicated their careers to the advancement

of personality assessment. They were pioneers in Industrial-Organizational Psychology and personality assessment. Hogan has

partnered with thousands of organizations to improve their talent management systems using Hogan’s assessment solutions.

Hogan maintains the industry’s largest and most well-developed archive of original research, affording access to hundreds of real-

world validity studies demonstrating the extent to which our assessments predict performance.

While there are many psychometric tools on the market claiming to provide useful personality and ability insights, they often fail

to predict performance as accurately as they promise. The Hogan assessments involve the use of valid, robust questionnaires that

get at the heart of personality and how it determines job capability, development opportunities, and leadership potential at work.

There are two broad facets to the human personality. One is identity: our own personal story about ourselves, consisting of who we

understand ourselves to be, and how we wish to be perceived by others. The other is reputation, or what others observe and know

about us. Reputation affects everything from how we perform at work to how we conduct ourselves in relationships. Of the two

personality facets, reputation is the most important predictor of success at work. Revealing reputation is a more reliable way of

getting to the heart of “below the iceberg” personality and “above the iceberg” behaviour. External observers from 360° feedback

questionnaires or assessment centres will only ever see part of the picture. A well-crafted questionnaire such as Hogan’s will be

more successful in revealing the part of the Johari Window described as the “Blind Self”, critical to self-insight.

5. Hogan has become THE global standard

The Hogan selection tools help to answer three important questions about team

members and job candidates: Can they do the job? (the bright side of personality which

relates to their strengths, revealed in the HPI score) Will they like the organisation? (the

inside of personality which relates to their motivations and values, revealed in the MVPI

score) What will get in the way? (the dark side of personality which relates to their

derailers, revealed in the HDS score).



Because the assessment industry is largely unregulated, the market is flooded with cheap, ineffective assessments that claim to

measure personality but have no foundation in personality psychology or supporting evidence. 

With market maturity, assessment price range, which used to be very broad, is narrowing to the 3,000 € to 9,000 € range, depending

on whether the support is individual, or team related, pure soft skills or soft and hard skills. 

Previously (and unfortunately still to some extent today) prices for “assessments” (which were really basic psychometrics) ranged from

250€ to over 12,000€. Sometimes assessment would simply reflect back to participants what they already knew about themselves,

not going far enough into revealing blind spots and potential derailers which could be career inhibiting. 

Today the assessment market and its buyers are at last managing to distinguish between the dozens of psychometric testing

solutions out there (many of them founded on very little research or validity studies), and the more versatile, soft and hard skills

assessments that are legitimate and reliable predictors of leadership performance and potential.  

6. Cost Focus

Appearance in peer-reviewed academic journals tends to be a good indicator

of a tool’s quality. As part of peer review, panels of impartial experts conduct

reviews of manuscripts to ensure scientific accuracy. It is also important to

ensure that those debriefing have a solid background in business and

psychology. Assessments should also comply with international guidelines to

ensure that there is no discrimination against race, colour, religion, sex,

national origin, age, or disability. International use of personality assessments

requires adaptation to local languages and cultures. For an assessment to be

relevant in multiple cultures, it must match local norms and be sensitive to

nuances of language.

Many assessments are also a “one size fits all” approach, which does not justify

the high costs sometimes attached. A rigorous assessment should be able to

adapt itself to the specific organizational culture for the soft skills and to the

“success profile” of the job function for the hard skills. 



Future Leadership Potential
Present Role Readiness

Past Performance is easy to assess; the real issue is twofold:

 

It is not because a leader has performed well in the past that it is necessarily indicative of future performance. Of course, there may be

a link between past and future performance. However, a range of factors can come into play to distort this seemingly evident positive

correlation. For example, the fit with an organisation’s or team’s culture, the fit with one’s own manager, dips and peaks in motivation,

or a change in career aspirations. Furthermore, the “halo” effect (bias due to good past performance) can create overly favourable

individual managerial appreciation, wrong calculations around promotion potential, and even contribute to team resentment.

Conversely, the “horn” effect (bias due to negative past performance) can unduly straight jacket a leader into unfounded negative

opinions of future potential. Even worse, those negative opinions could ultimately play on his/her self-confidence, leading to a self-

fulfilling prophecy of poor performance, a kind of negative self-talk of “whatever I do, I will never be perceived in a positive light so why

even try…”. 

 

7. Past Performance is easy to assess; the real issue is twofold

So, if we cannot rely on past performance, what can we rely on? You

guessed it. A rigorous leadership assessment process that accurately

depicts future leadership potential, in the context of a particular role.

Present role readiness can also be evaluated using a “success profile”,

derived from the key competencies necessary to perform successfully

in a particular role. When a leader is evaluated objectively by a

professional “hard skills” assessor, asking the right “targeted”,

“behavioural based” questions, a clear picture of role readiness can be

established. This is an excellent way of utilizing a competency model

(too often perceived as an overly engineered HR tool) as a strategic

competitive advantage, helping to attract, retain and develop the best

talent for the business. Chart 4 reveals a hard skills report summary

page for a Marketing profile. 





Books and articles on leadership abound, each professing to have cracked the nut on what makes for a successful leader. Amazon

proposes 86,800 books with the word “leadership” in its title. Leadership must be agile, authentic, trustful, resilient, empathic, and no

doubt much more. None of these tenets will be entirely wrong, or right. They all have a part to play. It would be naïve to propose one

specific formula and no other. However, making the most of decades of research, we believe that there are some essential

components that need to appear in any viable assessment of leadership potential.   

Standing on the shoulders of 30 years of Hogan research and 15 years of collaboration with Alexander Hughes Human Capital, a

reliable and essential part of the prediction is clearly going to be the statistically significant leadership personality traits revealed in

the 3 key tests that make up the Hogan “Leadership Forecast Series” (HPI – Strengths, HDS – Derailers, MVPI – Values/Motivations).

However, taking the Hogan approach one step further, we consider that it is important to consider all these aspects in the notion of

potential, not only the strengths. Potential can be side-tracked by derailers, and potential needs to find its guiding light from inner

values and underlying motivators. 

8. We now know how to assess Future Leadership Potential 

What is also highly essential is the ability for leaders to be able to adapt

their style to a multitude of different environments throughout their

careers. This goes beyond the flexing of one’s style to different

employee needs, as espoused by the Situational Leadership model,

even if it plays a part. In truth, we can be intellectually cognizant of our

strengths and development areas, without capitalizing on our

strengths, or being effective outside our comfort zone. So, one’s “agility”

to flex between different cultures with ease is the sign of a strong

leader. A culture might be relevant not only at the organizational level,

but also at the team or subsidiary level too. Today the word agility also

relates to innovative, collaborative, networked ways of working,

interdependent, virtual project “structures” and being comfortable

working in an ever more “VUCA” (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and

Ambiguous) world. For this reason, agile leadership needs to be able to

influence, persuade and network with a plethora of subtle people skills. 



Another factor that is key in evaluating leadership potential is Emotional Stability. Daniel Goleman’s research on Emotional

Intelligence (also a term developed by Salovey and Mayer (1989) was ground-breaking. He espoused that “emotional intelligence” was

twice as important as cognitive intelligence for predicting career success and there was currently far too much emphasis on

traditional predictors of employee performance. That is still highly, if not more, relevant today. 

Any valid assessment tool needs therefore to incorporate in some

way the five areas of EQ (emotional quotient). These are 1. “self-

awareness” - comfortable with one’s own thoughts and emotions

and understanding how they impact on others (revealed very

well during a quality debrief session of one’s potential blind

spots), 2. Self-regulation - controlling and managing one’s

impulses and emotions (expressed by Hogan as having good

“adjustment”, so that they do not become “derailers”), 3. Internal

Motivation – having a passion for one’s vocation extends much

further than extrinsic financial rewards (well assessed in a Hogan

test on Motivations and Values), 4. Empathy – this implies having,

the “interpersonal sensitivity” of understanding and reacting to

the emotions, 5. Social Skills, described by Goleman as “friendly

with a purpose” (integral to the Hogan assessment through the

“sociability” score). 

Finally, our ability to enthuse and motivate our stakeholder has a

great deal to do with the energy we come to work with day in

day out. That is fuelled by our individual passion, interests, and

motivation. Therefore, we consider that the score derived from

the Hogan MVPI test which measure precisely these elements

should play an integral part of our “leadership potential” formula. 



Companies are putting ever greater emphasis on the notion of organizational culture, since it is a competitive differentiator and a

strong means of establishing a sense of belonging, motivation and performance.  If we were able to map how certain personality

traits were more at ease in certain organizational cultures, then according to one’s personality trait score it must be possible to

evaluate and score one’s “fit” in different cultures. High levels of interpersonal sensitivity would be more conducive to environments

requiring significant collaboration, being cautious would be compatible with environments requiring safety controls, being highly

ambitious would fit well in a competitive environment and being inquisitive would play well to a culture espousing creativity. (See

chart N°5). It must be possible then to link an organisation’s value model or leadership framework, to determine a fit to the targeted

culture. We would then ensure that the calculation of leadership potential was culture specific since a leader can be highly successful

in one culture and struggle in another. That is precisely the ambition, and reason for success, of Alexander Hughes’ Culture Fit
approach. 

So, we now know how to evaluate future leadership potential. It is the sum of :

Leadership Personality Traits + Leadership Agility + Emotional Stability + Culture Fit + Energy Level.

Chart 6 shows how, by calculating statistical significance,

each item can be scored on a scale of 1 to 100.

Indeed, the sum total of all that is described above gives
us an all-encompassing, highly reliable and valid
calculation of “CLIENT-Fit” leadership potential.







we know ourselves well (a good self-awareness of our potential blind spots, revealed during a soft skills assessment debrief

session)

we do what we are good at (revealed from past experience and current expertise, evaluated during a hard skills debrief session). 

we want to do it (revealed by high motivation for such aspects as the company culture, the role, the manager or even the

location).

We tend to be fit and ready to take on a new challenge when :

So, our assessment of Present Role Readiness is the sum of : Self Insight (Soft Skills) + Expertise & Experience (Hard Skills) + Motivation 

9. We now know how to assess Present Role Readiness

In the case of Melanie in chart 7, she is

highly motivated, as indicated by the green

traffic light, however she has some room

for improvement on her self-awareness

and readiness for the role



Business, like football, basketball or cycling, is mostly a team effort, so it's no surprise that sport metaphors are so

big in business. But there is more substance there than meets the eye. Many of the world's most successful

business leaders once had athletic ambitions, including Sun Microsystem's Scott McNealy, General Electric's Jack

Welch, eBay 's Meg Whitman, NBC Universal's Jeff Zucker, real estate magnate Thomas Barrack, fashion designer

Vera Wang, restaurateur Marcus Samuelsson, and Nike 's Phil Knight. According to Lucy Kellaway, of the Financial

Times, an astonishing half of the chief executives of Britain's biggest companies have won awards for their sporting

prowess. Many of them have said their sporting experience made possible their business success”.

10. At senior level, leadership is no

longer an individual, 

but a team sport



Team Trust

Much of the work done in many organizations, is done collaboratively by teams. The team is the molecular unit where real

production happens, where innovative ideas are conceived and tested, and where employees experience most of their work. But it is

also where interpersonal issues, ill-suited skill sets, and unclear group goals can hinder productivity and cause friction. Google

researchers applied a robust research methodology to discover the secrets of effective teams at Google. Code-named Project

Aristotle - a tribute to Aristotle’s quote, "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts" (as the Google researchers believed employees

can do more working together than alone) - the goal was to answer the question: “What makes a team effective at Google?”. The New

York Times article “What Google Learned from its Quest to Build the Perfect Team” gives the answer. It all boils down to the notion of

psychological safety and trust between team members to speak one’s mind, and that depends on the team spirit the leader instils in

the first place. 

So, trust is an essential ingredient but not the only one. Since leadership is a team, not an individual sport, leadership needs to be

shared. In others words the leader needs to have a democratic style that encourages participation from all. 

Absence of trust - unwilling to be vulnerable within the

group.

Fear of conflict - seeking artificial harmony over

constructive passionate debate.

Lack of commitment - feigning buy-in for group decisions

creates ambiguity throughout the organisation.

Avoidance of accountability - ducking the responsibility to

call peers, superiors on counterproductive behaviour which

sets low standards.

Inattention to results - focusing on personal success, status

and ego before team success.

In 2002, Patrick Lencioni  published a ground-breaking book

on team dynamics, describing the many pitfalls that teams

face as they seek to "grow together". According to the book,

the five dysfunctions are: 



Team Talent

The team needs to have diversity of talent, both in terms of hard and soft skills, and able to utilise that talent effectively. You can have

the best talent in the world but if that talent doesn't know how to work well together, the team may become more destructive than

constructive. Therefore, analysing the mix of personality profiles in a team is key. Dr Meredith Belbin’s research advanced our

understanding of the different role preferences team members can have. He categorised them into the social roles (Resource

Investigator, Team worker and Co-ordinator), the thinking roles (Plant, Monitor Evaluator and Specialist), and Action roles (Shaper,

Implementer and Completer Finisher). 

Team Dynamic, Cohesion and Alignment

The team also needs to have the right level of dynamic, in other words the ability to voice its differences with assertiveness, while also

having the ability to come to agreement and move on. The Thomas Kilmann model is a useful approach to understand the different

modes of conflict depending on one’s propensity towards assertiveness or cooperation. At a team level, different conflict styles can

lead to different ways of interacting in teams, namely: collaborating, competing, avoiding, accommodating, or compromising

behaviours. 

Similarly, the Hogan derailer scores provide reasonable clues as to how a person will perform as a member of a team. Generally

speaking, individuals with high scores on Cautious, Diligent and Dutiful scales are good team players because they are conforming

and eager to please. Conversely, individuals with high scores on Bold, Mischievous, Colourful, and imaginative scales tend to be

disruptive because they want to be the centre of attention, will not follow rules, and compete with other team members. 

The team dynamic can also be related to the time a team has been working together. Bruce Tuckman, an educational psychologist,

identified a five-stage development process that most teams follow to become high performing. He called the stages: forming,

storming, norming, performing, and adjourning. 

So once a team is full performing, with a sense of shared responsibility, we can consider it at an optimum level of maturity, as

depicted in Chart 8. So, we now know how to assess Top Team Effectiveness.  It is the sum of: 

Team Shared Leadership & Trust + Team Talent + Team Dynamic + Team Cohesion + Team Alignment.





Philippe Cavat joined Alexander Hughes as a Client Partner

in July  2019. He created and managed Boston Consulting

Group (BCG) global  Leadership & Talent practice (Board
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accredited coach. He is Hogan certified. He is native English, fully

bilingual French, having worked much of his career in Paris. He

also speaks German and Dutch. With his multicultural and

collaborative spirit, Danny is passionate about developing people

in organisations to their fullest potential. 




